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Glossary
Term

Definition

Fluvial Flooding

Flooding resulting from water levels exceeding the bank level of a
river or stream.
Occurs when water levels in the ground rise above the natural
surface. Low lying areas underlain by permeable strata (e.g. Chalk)
are particularly susceptible.
All watercourses shown as such on the statutory main river maps
held by the Environment Agency and the Department of
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs for which the Environment
Agency has responsibilities and powers
All watercourses that are not designated Main River, and which are
the responsibility of local authorities or Internal Drainage Boards
(IDBs)
Measures designed to reduce the impact of water that enters
property and businesses; could include measures such as raising
electrical appliances.
Measures designed to keep flood water out of properties and
businesses; could include flood guards for example.
Rainwater (including snow and other precipitation) which is on the
surface of the ground (whether or not it is moving), and has not
entered a watercourse, drainage system or public sewer. The term
'surface water' is used generically to refer to water on the surface.

Groundwater flooding

Main River

Ordinary Watercourses

Resilience Measures

Resistance Measures
Surface water/runoff
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Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The Devon County Council (DCC) Flood Investigation Report (Devon Summer
Floods 7th – 8th July 2012 Final Report) reports that heavy rainfall caused flooding
of 5 residential properties and the village hall in Aveton Gifford in the early morning
of 7 July 2012. It was reported that flow in the Parsons Brook (designated as an
“ordinary watercourse”) which runs through the village exceeded the capacity of the
culvert under the road at Tree Corner. The properties, which are situated adjacent to
the watercourse, upstream of the culvert and with thresholds below road level,
flooded from a combination of highway runoff, flow from the Parsons Brook and
potentially runoff from higher ground behind the properties. Aveton Gifford has
previously experienced a few minor flood events with a small number of properties
affected from the river and surface water runoff.
The DCC report makes a number of recommendations for Aveton Gifford which
include South West Water survey of the sewerage system and investigation into
upsizing the culvert near ‘Homefield’. It is also recommended that DCC, in
partnership with South Hams District Council (SHDC) review the watercourse and
culvert capacities in the affected areas by carrying out a catchment study. This
summary report sets out the findings from this catchment study.
Based on the information in DCC’s report and subsequent communications with
DCC, the key elements of the flooding which occurred on the 7 July 2012 and
ongoing flood risk to the village can be summarised as:
• Approximately 3km2 catchment comprising a predominantly rural valley
draining to Aveton Gifford.
• The Parsons Brook ordinary watercourse runs north-south through the village
and has two key culverted sections under roads at Tree Corner and Jubilee
Street. The culvert at Tree Corner is felt by residents to be undersized and has
previously blocked with debris.
• Some properties adjacent to the Parsons Brook have thresholds at or below
road level.
• The South West Water (SWW) sewer network shows that the area is served
by a mixture of combined and separate sewer systems. There are reports of
sewage spills occurring in the village and into the Avon estuary.
These and other flood issues associated with the flooding which occurred on 7July
2012 are illustrated in the extract map from the DCC report which is reproduced as
Figure 1.1. Figure 1.2 shows the Modbury ordinary watercourse together with
estimated natural flow routes for surface water and the network of South West
Water sewers.
The DCC Flood Investigation Report (Devon Floods 21st – 25th November 2012
Final Report) provides information on the flooding which occurred on 21st and 24th
November when floodwater came very close to the Village Hall and surface runoff
affected the area around the school.
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Figure 1.1: Flood Extent and Impact in Aveton Gifford on 7 July 2012
(reproduced from DCC Flood Investigation Report – Devon Summer Floods 7th – 8th July 2012 Final Report – Dec 2012)
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Figure 1.2: Plan of Aveton Gifford showing predicted natural flow routes superimposed on top off the actual mapped
watercourses together with the South West Water sewer network (Natural flow routes are computer modelled lines of flow
based upon the topography and are helpful in identifying potential flood flow paths from small catchments that don’t necessarily
have permanent streams. The pink shading represents areas vulnerable to surface water flooding from the national Flood Map for
Surface Water).

1.2

Scope of Work

The overall objective of the catchment study was to “estimate the watercourse and
culvert capacities in Aveton Gifford and the probability of the flow event in the
Parsons Brook which could cause flooding.”
The agreed scope of work to meet this objective included the following elements:
ϭ͘


Ϯ͘


ϯ͘


ϰ͘

Through a short desk-based analysis of available information, supplemented
with site observations, review the likely mechanisms of flooding and establish
a chronology of flooding and works undertaken to the culverts, highway
drainage and properties which may influence flood risk

Review available information on watercourse and drainage and undertake
topographic survey of the ordinary watercourse and structures between
100m upstream of Tree Corner and 100m downstream of the culvert under
Jubilee Street (upstream of the Normal Tidal Limit). The survey should
establish dimensions and invert levels sufficient to determine the hydraulic
capacity of the watercourse and structures along this ~400m length.
Site visit by hydrologist and hydraulic engineer to understand the
mechanisms of flooding in Aveton Gifford taking full account of the DCC
flood investigation report and in consultation with SHDC. 
Estimate peak flows in the Parsons Brook ordinary watercourses using FEH
methodologies at two critical locations:


ŝ͘
entrance to the culvert at Tree Corner
ŝŝ͘
entrance to the culvert at Jubilee Street 
Peak flows to be estimated for the 50% (1 in 2), 10% (1 in 10), 3.33% (1 in
30), 1.3% (1 in 75), 1% (1 in 100) and 0.5% (1 in 200) Annual Exceedence
Probability events. 
ϱ͘


ϲ͘

Preliminary hydraulic analysis to determine the likely probability of the July
2012 flow event and the capacity of the Parsons Brook, concentrating on the
two key culverted sections as above. The analysis should aim to identify
flows at which flooding could be experienced.
Summarise work done in a brief report to DCC.
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2

Hydrology
2.1

Chronology of Past Floods and Works Undertaken

The following flood chronology has been collated from: anecdotal information from
local residents, South Hams District Council flood management staff, and cross
referenced to information held within the Devon County Council “Flood investigation
reports” for the July and November 2012 floods.
Date

Source

Evidence

Dec 2012

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

Houses flooded. Described as worse than the July
2012 flood. Higher levels inside the buildings.

21 & 24
November
2012

DCC Nov 2012
Flood Investigation
Report

“Aveton Gifford was flooded on 21st and 24th
November. The watercourse through the village
flowed out of bank and got very close to the Village
Store and Hall. There was no internal flooding here
but water was said to have been 1 inch from the Hall”.
No flooding reported immediately upstream of Tree
Corner bridge culvert.

7 July
2012

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

Resident’s privately built flood wall was over topped
but the flooding was less severe than in December
2012.

DCC July 2012
Flood Investigation
Report

“The EA reconnaissance teams discovered a rack
mark of 0.8m that was left on the community hall in
Fore Street. Next door at the new house rack marks
were seen on some fencing. The occupant reported
that the flood water had only just made it through the
property threshold, but their summer house was
significantly affected”.

2002

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

Privately built flood wall constructed between the
properties at Old Mill and the brook upstream of Tree
Corner culvert. Need for protection identified by
current resident (moved to property in 1998) following
the flood in 2000.

2000

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

Properties immediately upstream of Tree Corner
culvert were flooded. Cause believed to be due to
both flood waters and partial blockage of the culvert
at the point where it is constricted in the centre of the
overall culvert.

1996

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

A higher flood than the 2000 event believed to have
occurred.

1970s

Residents flooded in
Old Mill cottages
immediately
upstream of Tree
Corner culvert

The Tree Corner Bridge was widened. Culvert
extended on downstream side but with a smaller
capacity than that of the retained culvert on the
upstream side.
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The relief culvert at Jubilee Culvert points to a recognised flood capacity issue. No
historical information about its construction was obtained.
In summary the Parsons Brook has caused flooding on at least four occasions
since the mid 1990s in Aveton Gifford in the vicinity of the Tree Corner and Jubilee
culverts. Records of flooding prior to this were not readily evident.

2.2

Catchment Characteristics

The Parsons Brook has a relatively narrow catchment orientated in a north – south
direction (Figure 2.1). Its catchment area to the Tree Corner culvert is estimated to
be 3.51km2 and there is only a very small increase in catchment area down to the
Jubilee Culvert. Catchment altitude ranges from a high of 169 m AOD in the upper
reaches to less than 10 m AOD at the village. Relatively steep slopes flank the
watercourse on both banks. The catchment is rural in nature with farmland and
particularly improved grassland being the main land cover. Small tracts of woodland
are present.
The underlying bedrock geology is composed from Lower Devonian Old Red
Sandstone. The soil type found throughout the catchment is predominantly brown
earth. A limited amount of alluvial gley soil is present along the lower course of the
brook, and some cambic gley soils are present in the uppermost reaches. This
combination of soils and underlying geology point to a catchment with moderate
permeability, and as such should exhibit neither a very flashy response to storm
rainfall, nor the characteristics of a slower to respond groundwater dominated
catchment1.
The catchment does not include any significant standing water bodies, and no
significant artificial flow control is understood to occur. No extensive floodplain areas
exist.

1

FEH catchment descriptors BFIHOST = 0.597, SPRHOST = 31.9
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Figure 2.1: The Parsons Brook catchment

2.3

Estimation of the design flood flows

The design flood flows were calculated using two methodologies. The Flood
Estimation Handbook statistical pooling group approach was used to provide the
primary estimate of the flood frequency curve; and the Revitalised Flood Hydrograph
(ReFH) rainfall-runoff model was used to supply an additional set of estimates to
compare against. Both methods are recommended approaches in the most recent
version of the EA Flood Estimate Guidelines (June 2012).
For full detail of the estimates refer to the audit trail given in Appendix B (for the
Pooling Group approach). The results are given in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2.
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Table 2.1: Estimated design flows for Parsons Brook in Aveton Gifford
Annual
probability (%)
(Return period)
50 (2 yr)
20 (5 yr)
10 (10 yr)
3.3 (30 yr)
2
(50 yr)
1.3 (75 yr)
1
(100 yr)
0.5 (200 yr)

FEH Pooling Group
Growth
Flow (m3/s)
factors
1.5
1
2.0
1.31
2.3
1.54
2.9
1.94
3.2
2.16
3.5
2.33
3.7
2.49
4.3
2.87

ReFH rainfall-runoff
Growth
Flow (m3/s)
factors
1.7
1
2.3
1.34
2.8
1.61
3.6
2.06
4.0
2.32
4.4
2.56
4.7
2.74
5.6
3.27

Figure 2.2: Estimated design flows for Parsons Brook in Aveton Gifford (FEH
pooling group preferred)
Although the two sets of design flow estimates differ this is not unusual. It serves to
emphasize that estimates of design flood flows in ungauged catchments will
inevitably have a degree of uncertainty associated with them. Recent research
work2 on estimating flood flows in small catchments (those with catchment areas of
less than 30 km2) has shown that in general the FEH pooling group provides a
better estimate of the 2-year flow than the ReFH. However there is appreciable
variation in relative performance between sites. For this reason the pooling group
estimates are usually preferred over those of the ReFH, though there remains
uncertainty and it could be possible that the ReFH estimates are closer to the real
values. This uncertainty needs to be considered in any solution to the problem.

2

Faulkner D et al, 2012. Estimating flood peaks and hydrographs for small catchments:
Phase 1 Project: SC090031. EA & DEFRA report for the Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk
Management Research and Development Programme.
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Indeed the observed extent of flooding at Aveton Gifford during the 7 July 12 event
and the recurrence of flooding in November and December 2012 does suggest that
the higher ReFH values should be considered for design purposes for any measures
to augment existing flow capacity at the Tree Corner and Jubilee Street crossings.
The flood frequency curves presented above are for the current situation, however
looking to the future an allowance for climate change should also be considered.
Guidance on a suitable allowance is taken from the Environment Agency’s
document: “Adapting to Climate Change: Advice for Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk
Management Authorities”
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/116707.aspx
This document replaces the DEFRA 2006 guidance.
The current Environment Agency guidance suggests the allowances given in Table
2.2 be considered for fluvial flood flows in the south west of England. The change
factor corresponds to the central estimate of change from the research and is the
one used in this study. However the upper and lower estimates are also provided to
represent the full range of potential changes and give an indication of the
uncertainty that currently exists with these projections. The projections are
percentage changes to a 1961-90 baseline.
Table 2.2: Climate change allowances for fluvial flood flows

Upper end
estimate
Change factor
Lower end
estimate

Total potential
change anticipated
for the 2020s
30%

Total potential
change anticipated
for the 2050s
40%

Total potential
change anticipated
for the 2080s
75%

15%
-5%

20%
0%

30%
5%

A time horizon of the 2050s and associated change factor of 20% has been
assumed and incorporated in later assessments of design flows applicable in
considering possible flood mitigation options.

2.4

Estimation of the rarity of the July 2012 Event

No analysis of the rarity of the event within the Parsons Brook catchment has been
possible due to the absence of any monitored catchment data. Rather, the following
sources of evidence have been used to help assess the rarity:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

An assessment of the rarity of the event on local rivers that do have longterm flow records.
An estimation of rarity based on the flood chronology (Section 2.1).
Using the rainfall rarity analysis from the Modbury study3 as a surrogate.
Comparison of the calculated capacity of the Aveton Gifford culverts to the
design flows.

The following gives a brief summary of the findings of each of these approaches:

3

Jacobs, 2013. Modbury Catchment Flood Study. Report for Devon County Council.
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i)

Rarity assessment of the July 2012 event based on the flows recorded
at local river gauging stations

The catchments of the nearest long-term river gauging stations are shown in Figure
2.3, together with the Modbury and Aveton Gifford catchments. These are: the
Yealm at Puslinch, the Erne at Ermington and the Avon at Loddiswell. Their
catchment boundaries are overlain upon a radar image that shows total rainfall
accumulations per 1km (mm) from 23:00 GMT 05-July-12 to 23:00 GMT 07-Jul-12. It
should be noted that rainfall depths less than 50mm have been screened out and it
is incorrect to interpret these grey shaded areas on Figure 2.3 as having not
received rainfall.

Aveton Gifford
(Parsons Brook
catchment)

Figure 2.3: Local catchments with long-term river gauges used to assess the
rarity of the July 2012 flood event. The background shows where radar
estimated rainfall totals between 23:00 05-July to 23:00 07-July are estimated
to have exceeded 50mm (totals less than 50mm are screened out). (Source of
background map: DCC, 2012. Flood investigation Report - Devon Summer Floods
7th – 8th July 2012).
The maximum levels recorded at these river stations have been taken from the
Devon County Council “Flood Investigation Report” for the July event. Levels have
been converted to flows using the rating equations given in the Hiflows-UK dataset
(www.environment-agency.gov.uk/hiflows) and appended to the Hiflows annual
maximum flow series. The ranking of the event within the annual maximum series at
each station in conjunction with the Gringorten formula (a standard statistical
approach used in extreme value analysis) was used to estimate the rarity of the
flood event at each site (Table 2.2). A further notable flood event was experienced
across Devon in late November 2012 and (using the same methodology) the rarity
of this event is also presented in Table 2.3.
Aveton Gifford Catchment Study
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Table 2.3: Estimated rarity of the 7 July 2012 and the 24/25 November 2012
floods at the three long-term river gauges in the vicinity of Aveton Gifford
7th July 2012

24/25 Nov 2012

River

Station
name

Station
number

Record
length*
(years)

Flood
ranking

Return
period
(years)

Yealm

Puslinch

47007

49

3rd

19

12th

4

Erme

Ermington

46006

38

1st

68

4th

11

Avon

Loddiswell

46008

34

1st

61

3rd

13

Flood Return
ranking period
(years)

* Number of complete years used in the analysis

The 7 July 2012 event was ranked the largest event in both the Erme at Ermington
and the Avon at Loddiswell records (38 and 34 year records respectively). The
return periods of 68 and 61 years should only be taken as indicative since
appreciable uncertainty is expected in such estimates for the rarest event on record.
They suggest the 7 July 2012 flood may have had a return period of between 50 and
100 years (equivalent to an annual exceedence probability of 1% to 2%). Further to
the west the event on the Yealm at Puslinch is assessed to have been about a 20year event (AEP = 5%).
Using these rarities as surrogates for the Parsons Brook Aveton Gifford catchment
is, however, to be cautioned. Although the actual location of the gauging stations
may be relatively close, their catchments are larger, extending further north to the
high ground of Dartmoor, and were subject to even greater rainfall totals in these
northern portions of their catchments as indicated by the “red” shaded cells in Figure
2.3 indicating high rainfall accumulations). Whereas totals in the Parsons Brook
catchment are suggested (by the radar) to lie between 50 and 75mm whilst those in
the north appear to lie between 75 and 100mm. There is also a subtlety that
catchments of differing physical characteristics (of which size is a key characteristic)
exhibit different sensitivities to rainfalls of different durations and temporal profiles.
Although for these reasons direct transfer of flood rarity from these local catchments
is not advocated this analysis does set the Aveton Gifford flood in a wider regional
context in which some of the larger local rivers experienced floods on the 7 July
2012 that have may have had return periods of between 50 and 100 years4.
(Reference to the Devon County Council Flood Investigation Report for the event
identifies more river level stations in the vicinity. These are level only stations
operated by the Environment Agency for flood warning purposes5. These additional
stations sample catchments to the north of the three long-term stations analysed
here and their records commence in the mid to late 1990s. It is not known if their
levels records can be considered to be consistent across their full period of record.
As such these stations add little to the above assessment of rarity).

4

These estimates should be considered to be provisional as more detailed assessments of
these gauges would be required to substantiate these estimates.
5
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/homeandleisure/floods/riverlevels/120723.aspx
Aveton Gifford Catchment Study
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ii)

Inferred rarity of event from the history of flooding at Aveton Gifford

In section 2.1 the flood chronology concluded that Parsons Brook has caused
flooding on at least four occasions since the mid-1990s in Aveton Gifford in the
vicinity of the Tree Corner and Jubilee culverts. Notable floods include two in 2012
(with the July event being suggested from one source to be the smaller of the two).
There are two further events in 1996 and 2000, of which the 1996 event was
suggested by one resident to be the larger, and the 2000 event was likely to be
partially caused by some blockage in the Tree Corner culvert.
It is has proved difficult to rank these events without recourse to a more detailed
flood chronology which was beyond the scope of this study. Complicating aspects
include the potential transitory nature of blockage at the culverts, plus the addition of
a flood wall to protect the properties upstream of the Tree Corner culvert may have
altered the flood behaviour to some extent. However if the observation that the
December 2012 flood was more severe than the July 2012 event is a true reflection
that the brook’s flow was also higher (and not a blockage issue), then this points to
the July event as having a return period in the range of 5 to 15 years6 based on a
two decade analysis period.
The chronology does suggest that Aveton Gifford, with its present configuration of
culverts, has about a 20% annual chance of experiencing a damaging flood
(equivalent to a 1 in 5 annual chance event).
iii)

Rainfall rarity assessment of the July 2012 event in Modbury

Modbury lies 5km to the north west of Aveton Gifford and has been subject to a
detailed rainfall analysis for the same July 2012 event. Appendix C presents a
summary of this analysis. Given its close proximity to Aveton Gifford the Modbury
work is likely to offer a reasonable surrogate for this study. Figure 2.4 shows the
sequence of rain that caused the flooding in Modbury (also from small catchments
not unlike the Parsons Brook catchment). In the 24 hour period between 8am on the
6 July and 8am on the 7 July two discrete and significant periods of rain occurred,
with the main flood reports relating to the second period. This combination of two
pulses of rain is likely to have led to a particularly high percentage runoff during the
second period since the first is likely to have filled most of any available storage
within the soils given that negligible soil moisture deficit (SMD) existed in the run up
to the event7.
Figure 2.5 presents the estimated rarity of the rainfall as a function of duration. This
is calculated by identifying the maximum amount of rainfall that fell over the duration
of interest from anywhere within the overall profile of the storm. The rarity of this is
assessed using the Flood Estimation Handbook depth-duration-frequency model.
Neither of the two pulses of rain are estimated to have been particularly rare by
themselves. The first minor peak at about 150 minutes is associated with the first
pulse of rain whereas the second minor peak at about 500 minutes is associated
with the second pulse of rain. These pulses of rainfall both have return periods of
less than 5 years. However they fell so close together that when the duration is
extended to encompass both the pulses a maximum return period of between 12 to
18 years is estimated at a 22-hour duration (1320 minutes). However the flood
6

Based on the methodologies advocated in Bayliss & Reed, 2001: “The use of historical
data in flood frequency estimation” Report to MAFF.
7
Met Office MORECS estimate of SMD for the 4 July = 0mm, 5 July = 2mm
Aveton Gifford Catchment Study
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response of the small catchments are not expected to be particularly sensitive to a
single rainfall event of such a long duration (a catchment of this size would be much
more sensitive to a shorter duration rainfall event) suggesting that this return period
may not be appropriate for the flood response of the catchment.
Understanding the rarity of the rainfall can be instructive in the context of estimating
the rarity of a flood event but other aspects such as antecedent catchment wetness
and the timing of the rainfall in relation to the size of the catchment can complicate
the assessment: as they do in this study.
The most that can be deduced from the rarity of the Modbury rainfall by itself is that:
i) it was not especially rare, ii) and may well point to a fluvial flood response that has
a rarity of less (or much less) than a 1 in 50 annual chance.

Total rainfall = 67mm

Figure 2.4: Modbury catchment rainfall for the 7 July flood (Rainfall depth every
5 minutes. Rainfall used as a surrogate for Aveton Gifford in absence of detailed
data)

Aveton Gifford Catchment Study
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Figure 2.5: Assessment of the rainfall rarity of the Modbury 6/7 July 2012
storm as a function of duration (1440 minutes = 1 day). The 1.27 and 1.41
adjustment factors refer to equally possible “correction” factors that are applied to
the radar data to generate the rainfall sequence (refer to Appendix C).
iv)

Comparison of the capacity of Aveton Gifford culverts to design flows

In Section 4 the capacities of the culverts are estimated to be 2.6 m3/s for the Tree
Corner culvert, and 2.0 m3/s for the Jubilee culvert with an additional 0.9 m3/s
offered by the relief channel.
Figure 2.6 shows the 2 to 3 m3/s range of the culvert capacities plotted on the flood
frequency curves. This combination of the hydraulic calculations with the
hydrological estimates suggests that floods with annual likelihoods of less than 4%
(i.e. less than a 25 year return period event) are likely to result in the Aveton Gifford
culvert capacities being exceeded. Indeed the figure suggests the possibility that
return periods as low as 3 to 10 years may cause this to happen.
There is appreciable uncertainty in these estimates and care must be taken to not
over interpret them, but the analysis does lend weight to the possibility that the 7
July 2012 flood was not necessarily an extremely rare event (i.e. it did not have a
return period > 50 year).

Aveton Gifford Catchment Study
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Culvert capacity range

Figure 2.6: Parsons Brook culvert capacity range compared against the
estimated design flows
Summary of Event Rarity Assessment
Assigning a rarity to the 7 July 2012 Parsons Brook flood has proved difficult and the
various means of investigating this have resulted in a range of possible rarities.
Based upon the weight of evidence the flood is suggested to have had a return
period of between 10 and 25 years. A fuller flood chronology (beyond the scope of
this study) may help shed more light on the issue.
However it can be concluded that Aveton Gifford, with its present configuration of
culverts, has at least a 20% annual chance of experiencing a potentially damaging
flood (equivalent to a 5-year return period event or less).
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3

Site Inspection Observations
3.1

Introduction

A site visit to Aveton Gifford was conducted by a hydraulic engineer and a
hydrologist from Jacobs on 20 February 2013 to gather information, view the stream
channel and assess likely flood mechanisms and potential flood mitigation measures
for further consideration. An engineer from South Hams District Council was also
present. Local residents assisted in providing information on local flooding issues at
the time of the visit.
Selected photographs taken during the site visits are included in Appendix A and
referenced in the text in Sections 3.2 to 3.4 below Note that all dimensions, lengths
and gradients noted in the following sections were estimated at the time of or
immediately following the site visit and are subject to confirmation by later detailed
survey.

3.2

Parsons Brook at Tree Corner

Observations: The catchment of the Parsons Brook upstream of Aveton Gifford is
predominantly rural down to the bridge crossing at Tree Corner (Photo AG1, AG2)
where three properties in the vicinity of Holmfield and Mill Cottage on the eastern
bank and upstream of the bridge were flooded during the 7 July 2012 flood event.
Further flooding occurred in December 2012.
Raising of the garden area in 2002 by about 1m in front of Holmfield/Mill Cottage
(AG6), which was undertaken following earlier flooding, provides some protection to
flooding from the Parsons Brook but this was overtopped during the 2012 flooding.
Raising of the road threshold at the access to these properties to reduce the risk of
surface water from the road was also undertaken (AG9).
Site observations confirmed that the primary flood risk to these properties is from
backing up of the Parsons Brook at the bridge crossing. The original bridge opening
at the upstream face (AG2, AG7) was measured at 2m wide at bed level, 0.93m
from bed level to the top of the arch and 0.75m wide at a point 0.4m below the top of
the arch. At the time when the road was widened (believed to be in the 1970s) the
original bridge arch section (estimated at about 6m long) was extended by a circular
culvert 1050mm dia. (estimated at about 3.5m long) with the top of the culvert about
0.1m below the top of the bridge arch (AG8). The depth of gravel below the stream
bed immediately upstream of the culvert was estimated at between 0.26m and 0.9m.
The road level was estimated at about 2.4m above the upstream bed level. On the
upstream face the bridge parapet is about 0.8m high although it appears that a relief
hole about 1m wide by 0.4m high has been formed in this wall (AG5). At the time of
the inspection there was a gap in the downstream parapet wall approximately 4m
wide – possibly due to collapse or removal to provide flood relief (AG4). Four vertical
bars have been embedded in the stream channel about 5m upstream of the bridge
which may intercept large debris (AG2).
Likely flood mechanisms: Constriction of flood flows and backing up of floodwater
upstream of the bridge crossing appears to be the primary flood mechanism.
Although the cross sectional area of the upstream original bridge arch section is at
present only slightly larger than the downstream pipe culvert the depth of gravel at
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bed level indicates that the opening may have been larger in the past. The
downstream 1050mm dia. culvert section presently forms the hydraulic control. It
appears that raising of the road threshold at the access to the properties has
reduced the risk of flooding from this source.
Potential flood mitigation measures for further consideration: Means to
augment the flood through-flow capacity at the existing crossing should be further
investigated either by replacement of the existing ‘combined’ culvert with a larger
culvert of uniform size; or by construction of a new relief culvert; or by replacement
with a new bridge crossing. Storage upstream to attenuate flood flows is unlikely to
be viable in economic terms.

3.3

Parsons Brook at Jubilee Street

Approximately 85m downstream from Tree Corner (AG3) there is a further potential
constriction to flood flows at the old arch bridge crossing (AG11, AG15) and newer
bypass culvert (AG12) at Jubilee Street.
The Village Hall (AG10) and possibly a further two properties were reported as
being flooded on 7 July 2012. It appears that this was mainly from the Parsons
Brook. Surface water from Fore Street and higher ground to the east may have
added to flood flows in the Parsons Brook but it is likely that the primary risk was
from backing up of Parsons Brook at the arch bridge/bypass at Jubilee Street.
The arch bridge cross section was measured at 1.9m wide, 0.75m from bed level to
the top of the arch and 0.67m high at quarter span (AG15, AG16). The length of the
bridge crossing is about 4m. There is a solid wall above the upstream face about
2.5m high (AG16). The invert of the bypass culvert parallel to and east of the
channel is about 1m above bed level, 1.8m wide and 0.53m high (AG12, AG17).
Two pipes approximately 150mm dia. were observed within and crossing this
bypass channel (AG13, AG14). These pipes constrict flow through the bypass
culvert and are likely to trap debris (evidence of some debris was observed during
the inspection) which would further constrict flow through the culvert (AG14).
Likely flood mechanisms: It appears that the primary flood mechanism for flooding
at the village hall and adjacent areas is backing up of floodwater from the Parsons
Brook (and possibly surface water from Fore Street and higher ground to the east)
upstream of the arch bridge and bypass culvert. The pipes crossing the bypass
culvert and possible debris accumulation will have reduced the capacity of the
bypass culvert. The Village Hall entrance is just above ground level and may also be
susceptible to flooding from surface water flows from Fore Street and higher ground
to the east (AG18).
Potential flood mitigation measures for further consideration: The creation of a
gap or additional overflow opening in the high parapet wall either above the arch
bridge or immediately to the west (though this would involve removal of existing
vegetation) could be considered to augment the existing arch bridge and bypass
culvert capacity. Relocating the pipes which obstruct the bypass culvert should also
be considered. Further raising or protection of the threshold at the main doorway to
the Village Hall should be considered.
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3.4

Other Observations

The Parsons Brook was observed to be tidal downstream of Aveton Gifford but this
is unlikely to influence food flow capacities at Tree Corner and Jubilee Street.
Some of the properties on Bakers Hill were observed to have low doorway
thresholds at or below road level (e.g. Pebble Cottage) and may be susceptible to
some flooding from surface water flow down Bakers Hill (AG19). Protective kerbing
or raising of thresholds where practical could reduce this risk.
The primary school on Fore Street opposite the Village Hall and also the small preschool building at Pulleys Close (AG20) are close to a small stream that is culverted
at the entrance to the pre-school building. The natural flow path takes water down
the side of the school. The DCC Flood Investigation Report for the November 2012
event indicated that during the 21–24 November 2012 floods, the outdoor area of
the school was flooded ‘2 bricks deep’ from surface runoff, but there was no internal
flooding. A culvert under the track to the east of the school grounds was blocked
and flood water from the adjacent field was flowing into the school grounds. This
pipe had to be broken in order to let the flows back in downstream from the
blockage. If this has been or continues to be a problem then raising or protection of
doorway thresholds or other property level protection measures could be
considered.
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4

Preliminary Hydraulic Analysis
A hydraulic assessment has been undertaken for the bridge crossing at Tree Corner
and bridge crossing and bypass culvert at Jubilee Street, using the information from
the topographical and structures survey work undertaken in April 2013.
The detailed topographical survey information was used to extract a number of
channel cross-sections for approximately a 320m long reach of the watercourse in
order to construct a hydraulic model to estimate the flow capacity of both bridge
crossings.
An ISIS river modelling software model of the watercourse was constructed. Tree
Corner bridge crossing was represented as a symmetrical conduit with appropriate
inlet unit followed by 1.050m diameter pipe culvert. The bridge crossing at Jubilee
Street was represented as an arch bridge. The bypass facility over the left bank
was represented as a symmetrical conduit with the flow area reduced to represent
the effect of concrete support columns at the inlet.
A general channel roughness (Manning’s n) value of 0.030 was adopted for the
entire reach, with other appropriate values used where necessary to represent the
roughness of the concrete pipes and vegetation over the banks.
Capacity estimates using the ISIS river modelling software were checked using HY8, the culvert design software developed by the U.S Department of Transportation,
Federal Highway Administration and the guidance provided in CIRIA C689 Culvert
Design and Operation Guide.

4.1

Bridge Crossing at Tree Corner

Location:
Conduits and size:

Tree Corner
1.896m wide and 1.26m high arch culvert reducing to
1.050m diameter circular concrete pipe.
Length:
9.0m
Roughness (Manning’s n): Arch culvert: 0.030, Pipe: 0.012
Estimated free flow capacity: 2.60m3/s

4.2

Bridge Crossing and Bypass Culvert at Jubilee Street

Location:
Conduits and size:

Jubilee Street
1.848m wide and approximately 0.90m high arch
culvert and approximately 1.4m to 1.8m wide and
0.53m high rectangular bypass culvert
Length:
8.0m (bypass culvert)
Roughness (Manning’s n): Arch bridge: 0.030, bypass culvert: 0.030
Estimated free flow capacity: 1.97m3/s (arch bridge) + 0.90m3/s (bypass)

4.3

Assessment of flood risk

Model predictions indicate that the bridge crossing at Tree Corner, comprising the
original arch culvert and 1.05m diameter concrete pipe extension, has a free flow
capacity of around 2.6m3/s. Based on ReFH estimates it is likely that the crossing
will be surcharged for flood events with a frequency of around 20% AEP or rarer (a 1
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in 5 annual chance event) and possibly more frequently if debris restricts flow
through the crossing.
To illustrate the effect of the 1.05m diameter concrete pipe extension to the original
arch culvert the increase in flood level upstream of the culvert crossing based on
model simulations with and without the concrete pipe extension (assuming the
existing arch culvert remains) is indicated in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Estimated increase in flood level upstream associated with Tree
Corner concrete pipe extension
Annual probability
(%)
(Return period)
10 (10 yr)
3.3 (30 yr)
2
(50 yr)
1
(100 yr)
0.5 (200 yr)

Flow based
on ReFH
(m3/s)
2.8
3.6
4.0
4.7
5.6

Increase in flood level upstream
associated with concrete pipe
extension of culvert (m)
0.08
0.25
0.27
0.49
0.60

The modelled flood levels immediately upstream of the Tree Corner culvert for the
3.3%, I% and 0.5% annual probability events with the extended culvert and
assuming no blockage are 4.66, 5.40 and 5.95mOD, and without the culvert
extension 4.41, 4.91 and 5.35mOD respectively. The upstream soffit level of the
present culvert is 4.13mOD based on the survey results.
Flooding in the vicinity of Holmfield and Mill Cottage commences when the lowest
defence level (i.e. the raised garden area) of 5.8mOD is reached. Hence with a clear
culvert and no blockage, flooding would theoretically occur at between a 1% (1 in
100) and 0.5% (1 in 200) annual chance event with the extended culvert and at just
above a 0.5% (1 in 200) annual chance event without the extended culvert. Given
that the estimated rarity of the July 2012 event is between a 10% (1 in 10) and 4%
(1 in 25) annual chance event it is likely that at least partial blockage of the culvert
occurred.
The model simulations have indicated that the flow carrying capacity of the
combined arch and pipe culvert crossing at Tree Corner is very sensitive to
blockage by debris during a high flow event. A 25% blockage of the flow area of the
pipe section of the culvert, which was represented by reducing the diameter of the
existing pipe from 1050mm to 900mm, is likely to increase the water level at
locations immediately upstream of the culvert by up to 0.85m for a 3.3% (1 in 30)
annual chance flood event for example.
For a flood event of 0.5% (1 in 200) annual chance based on ReFH estimates, the
‘combined’ culvert would be surcharged by at least 1.8m, and significantly more with
partial debris blockage. This will cause the water levels upstream to back up
causing extensive flooding of large areas along both banks of the watercourse.
Given the degree of surcharge likely during large flood events and sensitivity of the
present culvert arrangement to partial blockage by debris a significant flood risk to
the properties at Holmfield/Mill Cottage will remain unless measures to improve the
capacity of the ‘combined’ arch/pipe crossing are undertaken.
At Jubilee Street the free flow capacity of the bridge crossing is estimated to be of
the order of 2.0m3/s. It is likely to be surcharged for flood events with a frequency of
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30% (1 in 3) annual chance) or rarer based on ReFH estimates. It is estimated that
for a 0.5% (1 in 200) annual chance event, the peak flow through the bypass culvert
would be approximately 0.8m3/s. During large floods the influence of the
downstream channel capacity is significant and this limits any benefit that further
capacity enhancement to the existing bridge and culvert bypass would have.

4.4

Preliminary mitigation options

Whilst the development of mitigation options is not included within this catchment
study, a number of preliminary options are identified for further consideration.
These were investigated based on the understanding of the mechanism of flooding
at each crossing gained during the walkover inspection of the site.
It is considered that the flow carrying capacity of the crossings is insufficient for the
flood flows likely to originate from the upstream catchment. The capacity is
compromised by:
• The restricted cross section of the ‘combined’ arch / pipe culvert at Tree
Corner and sensitivity to blockage by debris.
• Capacity augmentation not fully utilised due to the apparent influence of the
downstream channel capacity (high level bypass culvert at Jubilee Street).
Tree Corner
Model predictions indicate that replacement of the 1.050m diameter circular pipe
culvert at Tree Corner by an opening as large as the arch culvert at the inlet would
reduce the peak water level for a 0.5% annual chance flood event at locations
upstream by at least 0.6m. However the present ‘combined’ arch /pipe culvert
arrangement is sensitive to blockage by debris and the degree of surcharging during
large flood events is significant. Installation of a coarse debris screen upstream
would require ongoing maintenance and access for clearance could be difficult. It
would therefore be difficult to rely on such a measure to consistently reduce the risk
of blockage at the culvert. Enhancement of the capacity of the entire crossing at
Tree Corner to pass large flood flows without significant surcharging and reduce the
risk of debris blockage should therefore be considered.
In order to achieve these aims, consideration should be given to replacing the entire
crossing at Tree Corner with a new structure with larger rectangular opening. Initial
modelling suggests that a new bridge or enlarged culvert of constant cross section,
at least 2.3m wide and with a soffit level of 4.5mOD or above and assumed bed
level of 2.9mOD would be sufficient to convey a flood flow of 6.1m3/s which is
equivalent to a 1% annual chance flood event (based on current ReFH estimates)
plus 30% allowance for climate change, without significant surcharging upstream.
As discussed in section 3.2 other means of increasing flow capacity may be
possible, such as a relief culvert, but in this case space would be very limited and
significant earthworks might be required.
Further hydraulic assessment should be undertaken as part of the detailed
assessment for any proposed new crossing.
Jubilee Street
Measures involving an increase to the flow area at the Jubilee Street bypass culvert
appear to have a limited influence on the peak water levels due to downstream
effects. Initial modelling indicates that a larger flow area almost double the size of
the existing opening at the bypass culvert entrance only produced a 100mm
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reduction in the peak water level upstream for a 0.5% (1 in 200) annual chance flood
event.
The incorporation of an opening in the wall immediately above the existing arch
bridge crossing with an invert level of 3.3mOD and 2m wide by 0.5m high was also
assessed but found to have little benefit in reducing water levels upstream due to
downstream effects.
During major flood events some flow might pass along the footpath on the western
bank adjacent to the tennis courts. However any benefit from lowering this footpath
to act as a bypass channel would again be limited by downstream effects.
The apparent limited benefit that might be achieved by capacity enhancement
measures in terms of reduction in flood levels upstream of this crossing does not
appear to justify further examination of such measures. It is considered that
resistance and resilience measures for properties that might be impacted would be
more appropriate in terms of reducing the current risk of flooding. This would include
further raising or protection of the threshold at the main doorway to the Village Hall
given the possible threat from local surface water flows as well as the flood risk from
Parsons Brook.
As discussed in section 3.3 relocation of the pipes which obstruct the bypass culvert
should also be considered.
Downstream Effects
Initial modelling indicates that augmentation of the flow capacity at the Tree Corner
crossing as proposed above would be unlikely to have a significant adverse effect in
terms of increasing flood levels downstream. Based on the present model it is
estimated that any increase is unlikely to exceed 50mm. From a preliminary
inspection it appears unlikely that such an increase would be critical in terms of
increasing flood risk at properties downstream.
Other Measures
As discussed in section 3.4 a possible flood risk from surface water was identified at
some properties in Bakers Hill where protective kerbing or raising of thresholds
where practical might reduce this risk.
A possible flood risk was also identified at the primary school on Fore Street and
also the small pre-school building at Pulleys Close. If this continues to be a problem
then raising or protection of doorway thresholds or other property level protection
measures should be considered.
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4.5

Summary of Conclusions

Tree Corner
The existing culvert crossing at Tree Corner is estimated to have a free flow
capacity of around 2.6m3/s. However, the present ‘combined’ arch and extended
pipe arrangement is considered susceptible to blockage by debris, and this is
exacerbated by the internal transition from arch to pipe culvert. Whilst the theoretical
increase in the water level upstream due to the extended pipe culvert is around
0.25m for the likely severity of the July 2012 event, this could be much higher
(greater than 1m) if debris restricted flow through the present ‘combined’ culvert
arrangement. It appears very likely that this has been the case during recent flood
events in July and December 2012. Even with removal of the pipe section of the
culvert there would still be a significant risk of debris blockage of the arch section,
and it is possible that flooding of properties at Holmfield / Mill Cottage would still
have occurred during these events.
Installation of a coarse debris screen upstream has been considered. However, this
would require ongoing maintenance and access for clearance could be difficult. It
would therefore be difficult to rely on such a measure to consistently reduce the risk
of blockage at the culvert.
Complete replacement of the existing crossing (both arch and pipe culvert sections)
is therefore proposed as the preferred option for further consideration, rather than
just replacement of the extended pipe section, based on this preliminary
investigation. If the arch section remained there would still be a significant risk of
blockage, and the capacity without surcharge would be insufficient to convey a 1%
(1 in 100) annual chance event including an allowance for climate change.
It is considered that a new culvert or bridge crossing of constant cross-section at
least 2.3m wide, with a soffit level of 4.5mOD or above, and assumed bed level of
2.9mOD would be necessary to convey a design flow equivalent to a 1% (1 in 100)
annual chance event with allowance for climate change up to the 2080s, based on
present predictions. This would result in no significant surcharging upstream and a
much reduced risk of debris blockage. Further hydraulic assessment (including a
blockage assessment) and cost/benefit appraisal should be undertaken as part of
the detailed assessment for any proposed new crossing. Such a measure would
also have to be considered by DCC in line with other flood risk management
priorities and may depend on successful funding opportunities.
Jubilee Street
The existing bridge crossing at Jubilee Street is estimated to have a free flow
capacity of around 2.0m3/s and together with the bypass culvert a combined
capacity of at least 2.9m3/s (the bridge crossing will be surcharged when the bypass
culvert operates, hence the combined capacity could be higher). The capacity of the
bypass culvert is however constricted by service pipes which cross the culvert.
Measures involving an increase to the flow area at the Jubilee Street bypass culvert
and at the arch bridge appear to have a limited influence in reducing peak water
levels upstream due to downstream effects and would not appear to justify further
examination of such measures. Relocation of the pipes which obstruct the bypass
culvert should however be actively considered as this could significantly improve the
present culvert capacity and will reduce the risk of blockage.
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It is considered that resistance and resilience measures for properties that might be
impacted between Tree Corner and the Jubilee Street crossing would be a more
appropriate measure in terms of reducing the current risk of flooding. This would
include further raising or protection of the threshold at the main doorway to the
Village Hall given the possible threat from local surface water flows as well as the
flood risk from Parsons Brook. It is emphasised that with these resistance and
resilience measures, the flood risk is managed by reducing the impact of a flood
event, not by reducing the likelihood of an event.
Downstream Effects
Initial modelling indicates that increasing the flow capacity at the Tree Corner
crossing, as proposed, would be unlikely to have a significant adverse effect in
terms of increasing flood levels or flood risk downstream.
Other Measures
A possible flood risk from surface water was identified at some properties in Bakers
Hill and measures such as raising of doorway thresholds or kerbing might reduce
this risk.
A possible flood risk was also identified at the primary school on Fore Street as well
as the pre-school building at Pulleys Close and the raising or protection of doorway
thresholds or other property level protection measures should be considered at
these locations.
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Appendix A

Selected Photographs from Site Visit

AG1: Downstream face of bridge
crossing at Tree Corner

AG2: Upstream face of bridge
crossing at Tree Corner

AG3: Looking downstream from bridge
crossing at Tree Corner

AG4: Gap in downstream parapet wall

AG5: Relief hole in upstream parapet
wall

AG6: Raised garden area in front of
Holmfield and Mill Cottage

AG7: Upstream face of arch culvert

AG8: Transition from arch culvert to
pipe culvert looking downstream
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AG9: Raised ramp at access to
Holmfield and Mill Cottage

AG10: Area between Village Hall and
Parsons Brook

AG11: Right bank upstream of Jubilee
Street bridge crossing

AG12: Left bank upstream of Jubilee
Street bridge crossing showing bypass
culvert inlet

AG13: Internal view of bypass culvert
showing pipes causing constriction

AG14: Internal view of bypass culvert
showing debris on pipes

AG15: Upstream face of arch bridge at
Jubilee Street

AG16: Downstream face of arch bridge
at Jubilee Street
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AG17: Downstream of arch bridge at
Jubilee Street showing bypass culvert
outlet

AG18: Village Hall from Fore Street
showing main entrance

AG19: Low doorway thresholds to some
properties at Baker Hill

AG20: Pre-school building at Pulleys
Close adjacent to surface water flowpath
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Appendix B

Design flood audit trail (Pooling Group)
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Appendix C

Modbury July 2012 rainfall rarity assessment

To provide a more detailed understanding of the event the rainfall radar data for the
Modbury catchments was obtained from the Met Office. The finest resolution data
available was on a spatial 2km grid at a time step of 5 minute intervals. These
represented snap shots of the rain that was falling at that exact time. Although this
data has been processed by the Met Office it is appropriate to ground truth it against
local rain gauges. Four daily rain gauges were used (Figure C1; Table C1). Two
means of using the comparative performances of the rain gauges to the equivalent
radar values were considered. The first approach was to use an inverse distance
weighting of the correction factors. This resulted in an adjustment factor of 1.28. The
second approach was to assign the correction factor from the nearest rain gauge
which in the Modbury case is a value of 1.41. These adjustment factors were
applied to the radar data that covered the Modbury catchments and resulted in two
separate estimates of the Modbury rainfall.
Figure C2 shows the temporal profile of the Modbury rainfall. Figure C3 shows the
rarity of the Modbury rainfall during the 6/7 July event as a function of duration
based of the FEH depth-duration-frequency model.

Figure C1: Met Office rain gauges used to ground truth the radar data for
Modbury
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Table C1: Results of the radar ground truthing against local rain gauges
(Rainfall depths refer to the rainfall that fell between 09:00 6-July and 09:00 7-July
2012).
Rain gauge

Rain
gauge
(mm)

Radar
estimate
(mm)

Gauge/Radar Distance to Weighting*
ratio
Modbury
assigned to
(adjustment
catchment adjustment
factor)
(km)
factor
Ermington
63.3
52.4
1.21
6.3
0.17
1.41
H. Ludbrook
67.9
48.2
2.7
0.42
Kingston
58.3
47.7
1.22
5.7
0.20
Loddiswell
59.4
54.7
1.09
5.4
0.21
1.28
Inverse distance adjustment factor to convert Modbury radar to final
rainfall depth
* Weighting based on an inverse distance scaling factor of rain gauge to centroid of target catchment

Total rainfall = 67mm

Figure C2: Modbury catchment rainfall for the 7 July flood (Rainfall depth every
5 minutes. 1.28 adjustment factor applied to the radar data)
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Figure C3: Assessment of the rainfall rarity of the Modbury 6/7 July 2012
storm as a function of duration
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